Enforcement Interpretative Bulletin
H-2-77

IPIA RESPONSIBILITY FOR APPLICATION OF SERIAL NUMBERS
3282.362(e)

In order to comply with its reporting requirements, the IPIA shall assure that the mobile home serial number specified in 3280.6 is permanently stamped on the foremost cross member nearest the drawbar of the chassis when the mobile home unit enters the first stage of production prior to or coincident with the IPIA inspections. The IPIA shall assure that the serial number stamped on the chassis corresponds with the serial numbers reported on its inspection records and labeling records and shall assure that number is never changed except when a corresponding change is made in its inspection records and labeling records.

This Enforcement Interpretative Bulletin is issued pursuant to 24 CFR 3282.113. The Secretary deems that it would not be in the public interest to issue this interpretation for public comment in the Federal Register or otherwise treat this Interpretative Bulletin as rulemaking.